Stinky the Garbage Truck
The toy market has just been invaded by the most unlikely toy in town-Stinky the Garbage
Truck. Do not go by the name, the toy does not stink in any way. Though the idea of playing
with a garbage truck may strike odd to some people, but this here is the most hi-tech garbage
truck you will ever find.
The Garbage Truck is a new addition to the big rig buddies collection, created by the reputed
toy manufacturer Matchbox.
The toy is especially created for boys above 3 years of age and has enough interactive
materials to keep even the most notorious kids interested for a long time. It runs on 4 C type
batteries with a lot of entertaining recorded voice dialogues which is very entertaining for
kids as well as adults.
This amazing little toy can sing dance and talks as well as tell jokes so you can be sure that
your kids would not get easily bored with these trucks. It is not only entertaining but
informative as well. It stores over 90 phrases beside some other sounds which your child can
keep listening and learning.
You can interact with the toy; just place some in the garbage bin and the truck will
immediately spring to life with some funny thing to say. And if you place something near its
mouth and you can hear realistic munching noise as if the truck is eating it. It even belches in
satisfaction after having a tasty garbage snack!
The singing dancing, belching and joke-telling garbage truck is not only entertaining for
your child but can amuse a room full of adults as well. It is a full family entertainment and
has been flaunted as the one of the most popular must-have toys in 2010. The incredible
interactive capabilities of this little device, makes it one of the most advanced yet
unassuming toy of the season.
The Garbage Truck is marked at a reasonable price range of $50 to $60, so that it will fit the
budget of even the modest American shopper. So this holiday bring this Stinky the Garbage
Truck home and with it bring home some innocent, childish fun back into the life of your kids
as well as the adults in your homes.

